THE FRANCHISE
MARKETERS
PLAYBOOK
FOR LOCALIZED PROGRAMMATIC

Simpli.fi’s Franchise Marketers Playbook

Localized Programmatic: An Untapped Opportunity for
Franchise Marketers
The franchise industry has seen robust growth for the last seven years in a row – generating over 400 billion
dollars for the U.S. economy (International Franchise Association 2017). It’s an exciting industry in which to be
a marketer today.
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However, advertisers who oversee the marketing strategy for a franchised multi-location brand face a unique
set of challenges not regularly encountered in other verticals. Typically, marketing spend is focused on
programs that raise national brand awareness across traditional and digital channels but advertisers often hit
a snag when it comes to scaling their localized marketing. This difficulty is simply due to the sheer number of
individually owned, franchised locations.
Another common dilemma for many franchised brands is that most digital targeting platforms are either built for
national buys or highly commoditized for small-to-midsize businesses. The franchised brand lives in-between.
We believe national franchised brands have an untapped marketing opportunity - localized programmatic. A
strategy must be created that can be effective for the local franchisee while giving metrics and insight to the
corporate marketing teams.
This guide will help marketers, both at the brand and agency level, gain an understanding of how localizing
audiences, messages and budgets in real-time to individual franchise locations drives more relevance and
increased performance.

National franchised brands have an untapped opportunity for increased
relevance and performance: localizing audiences, messages and budgets in
real-time to individual locations. The solution is localized programmatic.
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Three Common Marketing Models
Let’s quickly look at three common corporate marketing models for franchised multi-location brands. Most
companies fit into one of these three scenarios. Each organization’s unique structure and needs will influence
how marketing is handled. Changing models can be difficult, especially in large organizations, but once you
undergo an analysis of your goals, you may find that a change is needed.

Corporate Managed

In this approach, all
marketing spend and
execution is managed by
the central marketing team.
This umbrella approach
may include local programs
run by the corporate team
or might focus solely
on national air cover.
Companies using this model
can find it difficult to scale
marketing across multiple
locations and to achieve
local nuance.

Approved Vendors

Often called the “marketplace
model,” this model leverages
the power of the national
brand and is structured, while
also flexible. It provides the
franchisee with customized
options built specially for
the brand and gives the local
owner the ability to choose
what is best for their market. In
many cases, it also allows the
brand’s marketing department
to see performance trends
across locations.

Complete Autonomy

In this approach, corporate
has decided to minimize
direction on how funds
should be used to localize
advertising. Also referred
to as the “federal and
state” approach, corporate
marketing limits their
involvement to national buys
while the local franchisees
can do as much or as little
advertising as they feel is
necessary.

We recommend the approved vendor approach because it’s
the most successful at achieving localization at scale.
Read on to learn more about how to integrate this model in your organization.
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Balancing the Needs of the Franchisee & Franchiser
As you embark on the path towards a localized programmatic strategy, keep in mind that the franchisee and
franchiser both have a unique set of needs.

The home office needs to be able to:

The local franchisee needs to be able to:

• Impact the footprint and scale of the
national brand
• See campaign performance across each
individual location
• Create marketing solutions that are
effective and easy for the franchisee
to understand
• See how technology directly enables
their strategy
• Consolidate partner relationships
where possible

• Access an easy-to-understand product
• Directly see how advertising is helping
their location
• Have knowledge about what
they’re buying
• Spend limited time managing the
campaign so they can focus on running
their business
• Feel the positive impact in sales to
their location(s)

However, ultimately the goal is to generate revenue and grow the business. The corporate office has a clear need
to protect the brand and ensure it's consistently represented across markets. Franchise owners know their
market(s) and need a way to reach people in their community.

CASE STUDY

National Insurance Company
Raises Local Brand Awareness

Localized targeting perfectly supplemented a national advertising campaigns and supported
extensive network of local agents to promote home and auto insurance. Client experienced
a lift in potential customer calls, local brand awareness and website traffic. Learn more »
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Franchise Marketers: Avoid These Common Missteps
The franchise marketing model is very complex and many brands encounter common missteps. The below
three scenarios can interact and cause ambiguity and unneeded complications when trying to scale
localized advertising.

Only focusing on national air cover

Most marketing activities often focus on national brand awareness. Having a
strong brand presence is a major plus and helps to drive local sales. But for
companies that want to grow the business in specific markets, a localized
strategy that involves the franchisee would help move the needle even further.

Providing franchise owners with little to no support

Over 53% of all franchise owners in the U.S. manage more than one location.
These owners are resellers of set products; often with little to no insight into
what is being done by corporate for marketing. They do benefit from the
national air cover but they’re too big for the set products sold by newspaper or
television reps and yet too small to hire a digital agency. This can result in wellintended but underperforming scattershot local marketing efforts.

Waiting to find the right solution for your company

With so many options and the fear of making the wrong decision, it might
seem easier to put off the first step to tomorrow. But with advertising mediums
evolving quickly to keep up with consumer expectations, you need to act
today and implement a localized programmatic strategy that avoids silos and
reaches across digital tactics and channels in order to remain competitive.
When getting started, it’s often easy to kick an advertising campaign test over to an agency. They have a room
full of people trained on a programmatic platform but there are things to look out for. While an agency can
be a great partner, they also come with set strategies. Ask questions to understand if your needs fit into their
approach or philosophy.
Increasingly more advertisers are bringing programmatic in-house in order to retain control. In this case,
corporate marketing teams need an easy self-service platform or a managed-service programmatic solution
that fits their needs. Additionally, an omni-channel solution will help to streamline and save time as opposed
to managing several different platforms, one for each channel.

In order to remain competitive in a fast-paced market, franchise
marketers must avoid silos and employ a localized programmatic
strategy that reaches across digital tactics and channels.
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How to Achieve Success with Localized Programmatic
Simpli.fi has worked with many multi-location marketers and their agencies over the years. Drawing
on this experience, we identified several recommendations for franchise marketers to adopt in order to run
successful localized programmatic campaigns using the approved vendor model.

Leverage the Power of Mobile

Consumers are using mobile more and more to connect, research, play and shop and advertisers are following
their consumers to mobile. The average American spends over four hours each day on his/her mobile
device engaged in non-voice activities (eMarketer). That usage accounts for sixty-nine percent of an average
consumer’s digital media time (comScore). The importance of reaching a localized audience through mobile
will only continue to grow.

Mobile usage accounts for 69% of an average consumer’s digital media time.
Consumer adoption of mobile has added a new data set to the marketing mix – location data – and with it has
come tremendous excitement and investment in our industry and for good reason. Location-based intent data
helps marketers go beyond targeting on things like cookies and search data, and precisely reach consumers at
that all-important moment when they are interacting with the digital and physical world together.
With this influx of data and the ability to target consumers both offline and online, advertisers of all types and
sizes are also increasingly demanding attribution models that show how ads served on mobile devices influence
physical visits to stores and other locations. Companies like Simpli.fi are answering this call with measurable and
transparent solutions.

CASE STUDY

Auto Dealer Drives
In-Person Visits with
Mobile Campaign

NEW CARS

Geo-fencing with Conversion Zones
precisely targeted our client’s
audience, improved their overall
advertising performance and
generated off¬line conversions.
Client has tracked impressive lift in
foot traffic from this campaign
and at a low $20 CPA.
Learn more »
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The Big Geo-Fencing Play
COFFEE SHOP
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Consider these geo-fencing strategies for reaching consumers on their mobile
device when they are in market for your product or service.
Proximity: Drive more people to your business by leveraging targeted
geo-fencing campaigns to reach customers within a predetermined physical
proximity to your business.
Repeat Customers: Target customers who have previously been to a specific location
with special promotional and loyalty offers.
Conquesting: Advertise to people who have been to your competitors’ locations.
Relevant Locations: Target users who have been to specified locations that would
indicate a relevant interest or need for your product or service.
Event Targeting: Advertise to people who have attended an event at a specific date,
time and location.
Measure, Report & Analyze: Localized mobile programmatic drives foot traffic into
stores but advertisers must be able to attribute marketing spent to actual visits. Geo
Conversion Lift empowers marketers to measure what amount of physical traffic was
influenced by targeted mobile ads.
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Demand Transparency

In today’s world of performance-based digital media,
advertisers need to have a full understanding of
their campaigns and should accept no less than
transparent data, reporting and pricing from their
programmatic partner.
At Simpli.fi, we uniquely use unstructured data to
enable marketers to target, bid, optimize, and report
at the data-element level. Using unstructured data
for programmatic media buying enables advertisers to know exactly how much of each dollar spent goes
to media, data, and platform costs. It also allows for dynamic audience creation rather than relying on
pre-packaged segments. Granular data is so important for programmatic; down to the spend and
performance of each keyword, domain, exchange, time of day, and more.

Target with Precision + Scale

Programmatic is a powerful way to automate ad buying at scale, but there’s no denying that franchise
marketers have yet to realize its full potential for precision. This is due to the fact that most digital targeting
platforms are built for national buys.
Franchise marketers must be able to reach potential customers at precise locations and get granular with
their audiences at scale. This ability is especially important for mobile advertising.
To get the most out of location data, target and report on the actions of actual mobile users, not estimations
built on panels. Look for a partner that has data scientists and rigorous models to scrub and filter the data
and who ultimately uses only the highest quality of location data.

Learn why panel-based
attribution doesn’t work
for localized advertising.
Read more in our recent article »
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Time Your Ads with Variable Recency

The promise of programmatic marketing is simple: serve the right digital ad to the right person at the right
time. In order to make this happen, you need to be able to buy digital inventory and serve ads to a dynamic
audience. But the value of when you target an audience can vary significantly based on when the action or
behavior took place.
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By using variable recency in your programmatic campaigns, you will know which users are worth your time
and adapt in real time to their responses. We find that most ads are best served within 24 hours but some
remain relevant for up to 30 days.
Take for example, two searches. One search is done by an individual looking for a pizza delivery job and the
other wants to order a pizza now. While both of these individuals are interested in “pizza delivery,” only
the latter is an optimal customer for the pizza shop to target with an ad in order to increase pizza sales.

Find a Flexible Service Model

The needs of corporate marketing teams vary; some may prefer a self-service model and others prefer
managed services. Look for a partner that has a model that works for you.
For example, clients who prefer self-service, can build, launch, optimize, and report on their own campaigns
through Simpli.fi’s intuitive user interface and API. Managed services are also offered to clients of all sizes,
led by the Client Success team.

Self-Service

API

Managed Service
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Final Thoughts
As a corporate marketer for a franchised brand, you can have a direct impact on driving sales across
markets by adding a localized programmatic platform to your toolkit. Take an active role and arm
your franchisees with a brand-approved and flexible program in order to maximize the localized
advertising impact.
Advertisers are increasingly moving their budget to Simpli.fi, the leader in localized programmatic
advertising, whose solutions provide the combination of highly accurate targeting with the scale
required to deliver on hyper-local campaigns.

We’d love to partner with you. Interested in learning more about how to
make your localized programmatic efforts successful?
Contact us at hi@Simpli.fi.
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